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Laboratory plasmas can experience abrupt transitions be-
tween operating modes during which either the plasma 
structure or dynamics undergo a sudden change. Nonline-
ar in nature, these mode transitions typically result from 
the existence of multiple stable plasma states. When de-
veloping new plasma sources, transitions between states 
generally occur in mysterious and oftentimes unexpected 
ways. Unpredictable mode transitions are particularly 
problematic to the design of new plasma-based aerospace 
technologies, such as electric propulsion systems. Detailed 
models of mode transition physics and scaling are critical 
to ensuring new systems behave as expected within their 
desired operating range. In this talk I will present experi-
mental and theoretical research into the nature of mode 
transitions for two emerging technologies. The first is the 
helicon plasma thruster, an electrodeless propulsion con-
cept relying on radiofrequency plasma heating and accel-
eration through a magnetic nozzle. The second, the plas-
ma magnetoshell, is an aerocapture concept using mag-
netized plasma to generate drag on a spacecraft entering a 
planetary atmosphere. I will highlight the potential for 
new data science techniques to significantly advance the 
discovery and analysis of plasma mode transitions. 
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